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INTRODUCTION: WHY DOES HUNGARY MATTER?

The Washington Post devoted a 3-part series to the question of the 
impact of the Hungarian prime minister on American political life.1 
The first part recalls how Viktor Orbán declared war in Tusványos2 

in 2018 against the “1968 elite” and the prevailing liberal status quo on the 
continent. To Orbán the political unrest and student uprisings that took 
place in parts of Europe a half century ago were the progenitors of the cur-
rent social-cultural system — marked by ascendant feminism, atheism and 
leftist cosmopolitanism — that he wanted to overthrow. As it is written, 
Orbán “spent the years since coming to power in 2010 transforming his na-
tion of 10 million people into a kind of petri dish for illiberal democracy”, 
and 2018 operated as the moment to start exporting his model.  However, 
Orbán’s influence is not restricted to Europe: according to the Washing-
ton Post, the Hungarian prime minister and his ruling Fidesz Party have 
become a source of inspiration for American conservatives. For instance 
Stephen K. Bannon, former adviser to President Donald Trump, described 
Orbán’s nationalist agenda and rule as that of a “Trump before Trump.”3

1 Tharoor, Ishaan (2022) ’The Orbanization of America: The U.S. right walks in Hungary’s path’ 
washingtonpost.com. Available at: https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/05/17/viktor-
orban-american-right-illiberal-orbanization/?utm_source=mandiner&utm_medium=link&utm_
campaign=mandiner_202206

2 The Bálványos Free Summer University and Student Camp  (more commonly known as Tus-
ványos) is a large-scale intellectual workshop of the  Carpathian Basin  held annually in  Băile 
Tușnad, Romania (Hungarian: Tusnádfürdő) which originally intended to promote cross-border 
cooperation, Romanian-Hungarian dialogue and cultural Hungarian-Hungarian political exchange. 
Around 2000, it started turning from a political workshop into a student summer camp; some 
critics consider this had a negative effect on the event. From 2010 a new transformation took 
place: the Orbán-régime from Hungary became heavily involved, using the summer university to 
exhibit the politics of Fidesz. The Romanian media became critical and the Romanian participation 
diminished, many politicians refused invitations for the fear of being stigmatized, as well disap-
proved the event considering what once was a dialogue has rather turned into a monologue of 
the Hungarian side. 

3 EURACTIV.com (2020) ’Hungary’s ’Trump before Trump’ PM Orban faces US reset’ euaractiv.
com. Available at: https://www.euractiv.com/section/central-europe/news/hungarys-trump-before-
trump-pm-orban-faces-us-reset/.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/05/17/viktor-orban-american-right-illiberal-orbanization/?utm_source=mandiner&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=mandiner_202206
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/05/17/viktor-orban-american-right-illiberal-orbanization/?utm_source=mandiner&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=mandiner_202206
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/05/17/viktor-orban-american-right-illiberal-orbanization/?utm_source=mandiner&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=mandiner_202206
https://www.euractiv.com/section/central-europe/news/hungarys-trump-before-trump-pm-orban-faces-us-reset/.
https://www.euractiv.com/section/central-europe/news/hungarys-trump-before-trump-pm-orban-faces-us-reset/.


In 2022, Viktor Orbán is spending his fifth term as prime minister of Hun-
gary: the Hungarian parliament elected him first as head of government in 
1998, then in 2010, 2014, 2018 and 2022. Looking back at his election in 
2010, it can be confidently said that Orbán opened a new era in Hungarian 
politics. He proved to be a charismatic leader who radically transformed do-
mestic politics and in addition he had an impact on the international level 
too.  Based on the extent and the speed of changes, we can argue that Orbán 
reshaped the operation of Hungarian politics in a robust way, although the 
direction and content of the changes are strongly disputed4. According to 
the concept of Michael Mumford (2006)5, Orbán is an ‘outstanding political 
leader’, because his policies have a real impact on people’s lives. 

A number of authors expressed their concern about the illiberal and populist 
turn of the Orbán government: some wrote about the emergence of ‘hybrid 
regime’ and expressed their doubts about the survival of democracy (Bozóki 
20156; Csillag – Szelényi 20157; Herman 20168), others have described Orbán 
regime as an ‘authoritarian’ one (Ágh 20169; Kornai 201510). Orbán himself 
spoke of the “illiberal state” in his much-cited speech in 2014 at Tusnádfürdő, 
and, because of this, illiberal democracy became a popular term in political 
science literature, describing the nature of the regime.

It is not my intention in this working paper to decide on the “big question”, that is, 
whether and to what extent contemporary Hungary can still be described as a de-
mocracy. Instead, I would like to present three relevant approaches to the readers. 
In the first part, I analyze the operation of the Orbán regime in the framework of 
the plebiscitary leader democracy theory which emphasizes the role of charismatic 
leadership. In the second chapter, I apply the dominant party approach, which
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4 Körösényi, András and Illés, Gábor and Gyulai, Attila (2020) Az Orbán-rezsim – A plebiszciter 
vezérdemokrácia elmélete és gyakorlata. Budapest: Osiris Kiadó. 
5 Mumford, Michael D. (2006) Pathways to Outstanding Leadership - A Comparative Analysis of 
Charismatic, Ideological, and Pragmatic Leaders. New York: Psychology Press. 
6 Bozóki, András (2015) ’Broken democracy, Predatory State, Selective Natioanlism’ In The Hun-
garian Patient, edited by Krasztev, P. and Van Til, J. Budapest: Central European University. 
7 Csillag, Tamás and Szelényi, Iván  (2015) ’Drifting from Liberal Democracy: Traditionalist/Neo- 
conservative Ideology of Managed Illiberal Democratic Capitalism in Post-communist Europe’ 
Intersections, 1 (1): 18-48.
8 Herman, Lise Esther (2016) ’Re-evaluating the Post-Communist Success Story: Party Elite Loy-
alty, Citizen Mobilization and the Erosion of Hungarian  Democracy’ European Political Science 
Review, 8 (2): 251–284.
9 Ágh, Attila (2016) ’The Decline of Democracy in East-Central Europe Hungary as the Worst-Case 
Scenario’ Problems of Post-Communism, 63 (5-6): 277-287.
10 Kornai, János (2015) ’Hungary’s U-Turn’ Capitalism and Society, 10 (1): Article 2. https://pa-
pers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2629592.

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2629592.
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2629592.
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interprets the system with reference to historical antecedents. Finally, I 
seek to explain in details the illiberal nature of the contemporary Hungar-
ian political system which became a ’trademark’ of the Orbán regime. 

STAGES OF THE HUNGARIAN DEMOCRACY

András Körösényi (2015) differentiated three stages of the Hungarian 
democracy. The first period lasted from the fall of communism to 
1998 and it can be described as the ‘period of transition’. The second 

phase of democracy was the so-called ‘consolidated democracy’ between 
1998 and 2006. The third period from 2006 was the ‘period of crisis and 
change’.11

After the regime change (1989), the institutional framework was clarified 
and established, but at the same time it was shaped by the conflicts of the 
newly formed parties. These institutions have been the foundations of the 
political system of Hungary for a long time, and they were only changed in 
some places by the Parliament with two-thirds of the mandate after 2010. 
The transition process has led to a broad division of power and a multi-
party system.  Due to the elitist form of transition, voters had little room 
in shaping the institutional framework, apart from issues put on referenda, 
which had a major impact on the institutional system. As a result of the 
elitist transition, democratic deficit has developed from the very beginning 
of the Hungarian democracy.

The 1998 elections and the subsequent period led to consolidation. The 
party system has increasingly moved towards a two-bloc system, thanks 
to the stabilization of voter attitudes, meanwhile Fidesz (ruling party) has 
continued to occupy the right side of the political space. In the end, on 
the left, the MSZP12 (Hungarian Socialist Party) and the SZDSZ13 (Alliance 
of Free Democrats – Hungarian Liberal Party) remained the only relevant 
political actors.

11 Körösényi, András (2015) ’ A magyar demokrácia három szakasza és az Orbán-rezsim’ In A 
magyar politikai rendszer – negyedszázad után edited by Körösényi,A. Budapest: Osiris Kiadó. 
401-422.

12 Legal successor of the Hungarian Socialist Worker’s Party.

13 The SZDSZ was a member of the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe Party and of Lib-
eral International. It drew its support predominantly from Budapest among the middle classes, lib-
eral intellectuals and entrepreneurs, with an ideological basis in social and economic liberalism. In 
the 2010 parliamentary election, SZDSZ won only 0.25 percent of the vote and was shut out of the 
legislature altogether for the first time since the change of regime.
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According to Körösényi the crisis of the political system took place in 
2006, which is of course strongly related to the leak of Őszöd speech14. Al-
though a nationwide political crisis unfolded after the speech, the primacy 
of the parliament has not been called into question during this period, and 
the prime minister has been confirmed in his position with vote of confi-
dence. In 2009 a new prime minister was elected with a constructive vote 
of no confidence. Although there has been no democratic backsliding in the 
institutional framework, there was a huge loss of confidence in the ruling 
parties from the electorate. As a result, voters have moved to the right, and 
with the appearance of Jobbik15 (The Movement for a Better Hungary) anti-
elite voices have also intensified. However, the large-scale victory of Fidesz 
in 2010 (52.73% and 262 seats in 386) was not necessarily accompanied by 
the transformation of the political institutional system. Although the party 
system disintegrated and a new party system emerged as a result of the 
2009 European elections and the 2010 parliamentary elections, this does 
not necessarily meant that a new regime would emerge. 

The establishment of the new regime was not accidental; Fidesz conscious-
ly started to build the new system from the very beginning of its landslide 
victory in 2010.  Viktor Orbán defined Fidesz’s two-thirds victory as a 
‘revolutionary victory’ already on the eve of the 2010 elections, and for 
him the party was given full mandate to renew Hungary. Orbán dismissed 
voices against the possibility of such a ‘revolution’ within the democratic 
framework, by introducing the term “cabin revolution”.  According to this 
interpretation, the twenty-year existing democratic system was not to be 
overthrown by this version of orbánite ‘revolution’, yet Fidesz enjoyed the 
legitimacy to establish a new regime within the pre-existing democratic ar-
rangements.  So the new (Orbán) regime deliberately distanced itself from 
the previous two decades of Hungarian politics.

14 The Őszöd speech (Hungarian: Őszödi beszéd) was a speech Hungarian Prime Minister Ferenc Gyurc-
sány delivered to the 2006 Hungarian Socialist Party (MSZP) congress in Balatonőszöd. Though the 
May congress was confidential, Gyurcsány’s address was leaked and broadcast by Magyar Rádió on 
Sunday, 17 September 2006, igniting a nationwide political crisis. Liberally using vulgar language, 
Gyurcsány criticized the MSZP for misleading the electorate and said that its coalition governmen-
twith SZDSZ had enacted no significant measures over its tenure. The mass protests the speech’s 
release precipitated are considered a major turning point in Hungary’s post-communist political 
history.
15 Jobbik is a conservative political party in Hungary. Originating with radical and nationalist roots, at 
its beginnings, the party described itself as “a principled, conservative and radically patriotic Chris-
tian party”, whose “fundamental purpose” is the protection of “Hungarian values and interests.” 



The Orbán regime refers to changes that took place in Hungary from 2010 
onward strongly tied to the personalistic political-governing style of Viktor 
Orbán. The public law system, the division of powers, the party system, the 
patterns of voting behaviour have changed significantly, as well as the elite 
configurations. As a result, the whole nature of the Hungarian political 
system has changed: a number of new authoritarian elements have emerged 
in governance and exercise of power.

REGIME TYPOLOGIES: PLEBISCITARY LEADER 
DEMOCRACY

There is no consensus among political analysts on the definition of 
the Hungarian political system, which has been established since 
2010. Based on the above mentioned research of András Bozóki and 

Dániel Hegedűs, due to certain elements of the Orbán regime, it can be 
considered a separate category among hybrid regimes. The reason for this 
is that Hungary is part of the European Union, which consists of demo-
cratic countries. The member states have relinquished some part of their 
sovereignty with their accession to the EU level, and as a result, there is 
multilevel governance in the member states. Thus, according to Bozóki and 
Hegedűs, a two-tier system has been developed, the political space is both 
domestic and foreign, while the European Union limits and maintains the 
system at the same time, thus their assessment of the Hungarian political 
system as an ‘externally constrained hybrid regime’.

Gábor Tóka (2018) defines the Hungarian system that emerged after 2010 
as a ‘hegemonic authoritarian system’. The author derives his definition 
from one of Orbán’s speech in 2009, in which he expressed his opinion 
on the political competition. According to Tóka, there is a stake in the 
elections in a hegemonic authoritarian systems, but that stake is not who 
acquires the right to form a government, but whether the system itself is 
maintained or transformed. In his view, the 2018 parliamentary elections 
were such elections in Hungary. In his study, Bogaards (2018) writes about

07

16 Tóka, Gábor (2018) ’A centrális erőtér bomlása’  In Várakozások és valóságok. Parlamenti 
választás 2018 edited by Szabó, A.  and Böcskei, B. Budapest: Napvilág Kiadó. 
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a ‘diffusely damaged democracy’ when he analyzes the Hungarian political 
system17. This definition is supported by an analysis of the Bertelsmann 
Foundation’s Transformation Index with quantitative indicators18. These 
indicators have gradually declined over the years and moved away from 
democratic values.

As we can see, the typologies describing the Hungarian political system 
focus primarily on some form of democratic deficit, but these theories 
sometimes do not have too much explanatory strength. Beyond this con-
ceptual uncertainty, András Körösényi and his co-authors explain the po-
litical changes of the last 10 years in a new theoretical framework. They 
seek to interpret these changes with the help of a Weberian theory and 
they introduce the term of ‘plebiscitary leader democracy’(plebiszciter vezér-
demokrácia).19 By definition, plebiscitary leader democracy has three main 
characteristics. First in this political regime voter preferences are mostly 
influenced by political leaders and, in addition, politics is highly personal-
ized. Second, political process has a top-down nature and it is shaped by 
rival leaders. Finally, democracy is minimalist. 

In contrast to the hybrid regime literature, in the study of leader democ-
racy, the emphasis is on political leaders and actors. While the hybrid 
regimes struggle with the question of legitimacy, in the plebiscitary leader 
democracy “legitimacy is based on the acceptance of the leaders by citi-
zens”.20 In order to make the operation of the Orbán regime understand-
able, we need to look at the problem from a perspective that does not start 
from the idealistic definitions of hybrid regimes and liberal democracies. 
By examining the Orbán regime from the perspective of leader democracy, 
it can be clearly seen that the election is one the most important venues 
for the regime, in which charisma comes to surface. Charismatic leadership 
is one of the most essential elements of the regime in contrast to liberal 
democracy. This does not mean that there is no place for charisma in the

17 Bogaards, Matthijs (2018) ’De-democratization in Hungary: diffusely defective democracy’ De-
mocratization, 25 (8): 1481–1499.

18 The Bertelsmann Democracy Status describes where a country stands on its way to democracy. It is 
composed of 5 criteria evaluated on a 1-10 scale. Over the years observed, Hungary’s democracy sta-
tus decreased from 9.4 points in 2006 to 6.4 in 2022, which, according to the study’s methodology, 
meant a decline from the status of ’Democracies in consolidation’ to the status of ’Defective democ-
racies’. Available at: https://atlas.bti-project.org/1*2022*CV:CTC:SELHUN*CAT*HUN*REG:TAB 
19 Körösényi, András and Illés, Gábor and Gyulai, Attila  (2020) Az Orbán-rezsim – A plebiszciter 
vezérdemokrácia elmélete és gyakorlata. Budapest: Osiris Kiadó.

20 Körösényi, András and Illés, Gábor and Gyulai, Attila  (2020) Az Orbán-rezsim – A plebiszciter 
vezérdemokrácia elmélete és gyakorlata. Budapest: Osiris Kiadó. pp.27. 

https://atlas.bti-project.org/
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framework of liberal democracy, although this is not the factor which is 
strongly emphasized in the classical approach. On the contrary, in leader 
democracy charisma is one of the most important components of the re-
gime.

In the leader democracies, democratic politics is synonymous with charis-
matic leadership. Here, the goal of leadership is to overcome uncertainty 
and thereby address or resolve perceived or real collective problems. If a 
leader has demonstrated his or her suitability (charisma, knowledge) to his 
or her followers, followers will relinquish the action and be empowered 
to govern, by forming a top-down political process. „In the process, with 
the revelations of the leader, he creates a new order, destroys the old, and 
secures his prominent, monopoly position and proactive role. Although fol-
lowers are forced to play a reactive role, follow-up and obedience are not 
realized through coercive violence or discipline, because the leader, as the 
„head of the family”, must provide protection to his community”.21 The aim 
of this kind of leadership is to leave a mark in an epoch-making way and 
to bring about changes not only physically in public spaces, but also on 
the historical scale. One way to do this is to „erase” similar activities of 
decades of socialism. Symbolic actions, such as the new constitution or the 
proclamation of the National Co-operation System (NER)22, could serve as 
a basis for the ”new order”.

Another important component of the regime is the permanent crisis dis-
course and the creation of crises. In order to maintain the attention of 
the electorate, the regime constantly provokes crises which associate with 
images of enemies, so this process makes fight permanent. A good example 
of this is the rhetorical attacks on the “migration crisis”, George Soros and 
“Brussels” in the recent years. These rhetorical acts generated crises, so 
that the regime needs a strong, charismatic leader who can resolve them, 
even at the cost of transcending the previously established institutional 
and political framework. Thus, strong leadership and generated crisis le-
gitimize institutional transformation and ‘unorthodox’ policies23.

21 Metz, Rudolf (2020)A politikai vezetés három arca. A vezetés értelmezési lehetőségei és gyakor-
latai a demokráciában. Budapest: TK PTI – Gondolat.

22 According to Prime Minister Viktor Orbán and his government, a new social contract was con-
cluded in the 2010 parliamentary election, with which they decided to establish a new system. The 
name of this system is the National Cooperation System, abbreviated NER (Nemzeti Együttműködés 
Rendszere). 
23 This term is mainly used as „unorthodox economic policies”, which basically mean a non-main-
stream economic approach. A good example for this is the so-called „rezsicsökkentés” which is an 
extensive utility cost reduction, and for now it is one of the „biggest achievement” of the government. 
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The constitutional and institutional system created by consensus after the col-
lapse of the communist regime sought to limit political leaders and share power 
at a greater extent. In the plebiscitary leader democracy, these institutions are 
obstacles to the manoeuvres of the political leader, and from this perspective, 
the institutional framework can be bypassed and changed. This process also 
involves the building of a new clientele, which from the perspective of leader 
democracy, is an inherent element of the regime, one of the means of main-
taining power. In other words, public money is not only used for private pur-
poses, but also to build a new elite, whose power is only valid as long as it is 
guaranteed by the prime minister. This is a phenomenon called prebendalism.24 
Another important element of the regime is the so-called ‘princely rule’, which 
means that in addition to formal institutions, informality is given a greater 
role. A network25 based on loyalty and personal recognition is established, de-
termined by its close relationship with and dependence on the prime minister. 
As a leader, he constantly obliges the members of the network to antagonize 
each other, thus (personal) conflicts become of the main driving forces of Or-
ban’s politics.26 In addition, state and society are much more intertwined than 
before, through the aforementioned networks and Fidesz. 

24 Szelényi, Iván (2016) ’Weber’s theory of domination and post-communist capitalisms’ Theory and 
Society, 45(1): 1-24.

25 The ‘party of Orbán’s friends’, or in other words his personal party, often becomes more important 
than the holders of formal institutions and positions. Viktor Orbán is surrounded by a narrower and a 
wider informal cycle.  The members of the narrow circle, Orbán’s confidants, a few dozen people, who 
have a personal relationship with the leader, they can ‘get access’ to him. Each of them has an influential 
formal or informal position in the field of politics or economics. While Orbán changes his ministers more 
often, the members of the smaller circle usually enjoy their privileged position for a longer period of 
time. For example, Görgy Matolcsy, regardless of his position in the government or elsewhere (Minister of 
Economy until 2013, then President of the Hungarian National Bank), has been responsible for economic 
policy strategy for about two decades There are also admirers and politically committed cadres among 
the members of the wider circle, but loyalty here is primarily based on personal interests. Members of this 
network are usually given positions and can exercise control over public funds and other state resources 
in exchange for certain tasks and their loyalty. 
26 A good example of this is the marginalization of János Lázár who was the Minister of Prime Minister’s 
Office (2012–2018) in the cabinets of Viktor Orbán, which became the second most powerful cabinet in 
that period. At the end of 2015, Viktor Orbán founded the Prime Minister’s Cabinet Office, and entrusted 
the management with Antal Rogán. The new cabinet took over all of the communication tasks from 
Lázár’s cabinet. This move was interpreted by many as a weakening of Lázár, who had gained too much 
power by then. At the end of the cycle, Lázár took a back seat to the second line of politics. 
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HISTORICAL EXPLANATION: FIDESZ AS A 
DOMINANT PARTY

Csizmadia Ervin and his colleagues in their book (‘Ruling party’) write 
about the phenomenon of ‘dominant party’ in the Hungarian political 
context.27 The dominant party theory is more suitable for describing the 

Orbán regime than populism theories. The advantage of the dominant party 
definition is that it points out the fact if a party defines the politics of a coun-
try for a long time it is neither exceptional nor necessarily anti-democratic in 
international comparison. The Hungarian case, in addition, stems from histori-
cal traditions, so political history, if does not predestine, but makes a strong 
tendency for a dominant party to emerge in the country, even within the frame-
work of modern democracy.

The new Hungarian party system is much closer to a predominant ideal type 
party system.28 The main rule of the predominant party system is that if a party 
can win three consecutive elections by an absolute majority, it can be called 
a predominant party.29 The period since the 2010 parliamentary elections has 
shown that this thesis has been confirmed and not only can we call the party 
system predominant, but we can also define Fidesz as a dominant party. This 
is because in the competitive multi-party system, Fidesz’s dominance is unques-
tionable, winning the majority of the seats in three consecutive elections by 
definition and receiving more than 10% more votes than its successor.30 Thus, 
all the conditions for a predominant party system met by 2018. 

27 Csizmadia, Ervin  and   Lakatos, Júlia  and   Novák, Zoltán  and Paár, Ádám  and Rajnai, Gerge-
ly (2021) Uralkodó párt: A Fidesz nemzetközi és hazai történeti összehasonlításban. Budapest: Gondolat 
- Méltányosság Politikaelemző Központ. 
28 Tábori Ferenc (2018) A magyar többpártrendszer tipizálásának kérdései 2010-2018. Politikatudományi 
Tanulmányok, ELTE Állam- és Jogtudományi Kar Állam- és Jogtudományi Doktori Iskola.  
29 Sartori, Giovanni (1976) Parties and Party Systems. A Framework for Analysis. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 

30 Balázs, Zoltán (2018) ’Mi a Fidesz?’ In Várakozások és valóságok. Parlamenti választás 2018 edited by 
Szabó, A.  and Böcskei, B. Budapest: Napvilág Kiadó. 



It is worth noting that there was a dominant party in Hungary during the 
time of ‘dualism’31, during the interwar period, and from 2010 for more 
than a decade now. Although the three governments32 differ ideologically 
from each other, the fact that dominant parties continuously develop over 
the course of Hungarian history suggests that there is something in the 
nature of the Hungarian political development that may make this happen. 
After analyzing the three similar party systems, Ervin Csizmadia states 
that in Hungary there is a political culture which seeks to copy and to 
transpose Western political institutions, while in parallel there is another 
cultural strand, which rejects or at least does not support their acceptance 
without criticism. Due to the liberal nature of dualism, the critical attitude 
was less pronounced, but during the Horthy era the criticism became more 
salient, because the regime wished to go beyond the political conception of 
dualism. In a same way, the Orbán regime does not accept the adaptation 
of Western institutions “uncritically”, but this is not only a reaction to the 
failed, unfinished nature of the regime change, but also stems from the 
deeper traditions of the Hungarian political history.

It is important to emphasize that while it developed organically from the 
history of Hungary that sooner or later one large dominant party would 
stand out again, its nature was not evident at all. If we examine the devel-
opment of MSZP after the end of communism until 2006, it seemed that 
the Socialist Party become the dominant party. The answer lies partly in 
the development of the Fidesz and partly in the development of the other 
parties and the dynamics between them. The fact that no other party could 
stand out besides MSZP and Fidesz can be explained by the continuous 
concentration of the party system33. These two parties successfully linked 
one party to another as a coalition partner, limiting the possibility of their 
rise and crushing out their rivals (this was particularly spectacular in the 
case of Fidesz). After the change of communist regime, although first a 
multi-party system and then a two-bloc system emerged, a large party even-
tually came to fore, this became the Fidesz.

12

31 The  Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867  (German:  Ausgleich,  Hungarian:  Kiegyezés) established 
the dual monarchy of Austria-Hungary. The Compromise only partially re-established the former pre-1848 
sovereignty and status of the Kingdom of Hungary, being separate from, but no longer subject to, the Aus-
trian Empire. The compromise put an end to the 18-year-long military dictatorship and absolutist rule 
over Hungary which Franz Joseph had instituted after the Hungarian Revolution of 1848. The territorial 
integrity of the Kingdom of Hungary was restored. The agreement also restored the old historic constitu-
tion of the Kingdom of Hungary.

32 Orbán government from 2010 (Fidesz), Bethlen-government (United Party, 1921-1931) and Tisza-
government (Liberal-minded Party, 1875-1890)
33 Tóth, Csaba (2001) ’Magyar pártrendszer fejlődésének fő iránya’ Politikatudományi Szemle, 10 (3): 
81-104.



The lesson of historical traditions, then, is that alongside the current domi-
nant party only a fragmented opposition can form. The reason why Fidesz 
was able to replace MSZP as the dominant party is that it acted as a united 
opposition against it. Today Fidesz cannot be replaced by its opposition, 
because each opposition party wanted to defeat on its own the rest 
of the opposition parties and the ruling party simultaneously.  The 
forging of the united opposition at the 2022 parliamentary elections was 
the first organizational attempt, since Fidesz became a dominant party, that 
threatened to tip it out of its dominant position. However, these parties 
didn’t have a comprehensive plan to contrast  the Orbán system, which is 
still under development.

ILLIBERALISM: TRADEMARK OF THE ORBÁN 
REGIME 

One of the most common critical remarks about Fidesz is that over 
time it has evolved from a liberal party to a right-wing authoritar-
ian party. Apart from assessing the current state of the Hungarian 

ruling party, Júlia Lakatos points out that this approach fundamentally 
criticizes the fact that the party is not static and that over time it has 
changed towards a direction which is considered negative.34 The essence of 
this critique is not so much about the direction and the extent of change, 
but the fact of change itself. This approach based on the idealized “purity” 
of Fidesz during the socialist regime change and produces a feeling of loss 
of “innocence” after this period. 

At that time, all the parties presented themselves as democrats, not liber-
als, even though they declared themselves liberals on ideological terms. 
However, over time, the democratic image of Fidesz has changed, as had 
the international perception of mainstream democracy. The liberal parties 
(MDF, MSZP, SZDSZ), remained pattern followers, while Fidesz wanted to 
formulate its original ideology.

For a long time, Fidesz not only has criticized liberal politics, but in recent 
years it started to fight against liberal democracy too. According to the 
party, the two elements of liberal democracy – liberalism and democracy –
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have been tipped out of their former equilibrium.35 The liberal element is 
over-represented in politics, putting the democratic element in the back-
ground thus endangering it. From the point of view of Fidesz liberal de-
mocracy has become anti-democratic, against which the party represents 
the role of the defender of democracy. However, this attitude developed 
after their two-third victory; previously their essential goal was to break 
the power concentrated in the left-liberal side.36

Fidesz’s initial image of democracy was affected by the spirit of the age of 
democratic transitions. As a liberal party, Fidesz was still relatively sync 
with the conception of Western democracy. Democracy then was the re-
alization of a peaceful transfer of power and political competition37. Fidesz 
also shared this interpretation, but it suffered serious disappointment when 
its electoral hopes were not realized at the first free parliamentary election 
(1990), moreover, while the next election (1994) was won by the MSZP, 
considered to be by Fidesz the communist successor party.

In the case of Fidesz its transformation process is linked to these two 
abovementioned events. The failures led to a reassessment of the political 
situation in Hungary by the mid-1990s. According to this new evaluation, 
although a regime change had taken place, it was in fact only an elite 
change/elite transformation which aimed at concentrating the political, 
economic and cultural power in the long run. Fidesz became critical of the 
(new) liberal political elite from the very beginning, and the party felt it 
‘was left out’. But its intention to present a political alternative at that time 
was still a strategic move, because the party did not yet have the power to 
challenge ideologically its political opponents. The main goal of the party 
was to correct and counterbalance the consequences of the regime change
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36 Csizmadia, Ervin and Lakatos, Júlia (2015) ’The Fidesz Phenomenon: an Alternative Approach’ 
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37 Alvarez, Mike and Cheibub, José Aantonio et al. (1996) Classifying political regimes. St Comp Int 
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that were considered unfair. However, as it soon became clear, if Fidesz 
wanted to promote its ideological transformation, it should have to seize 
political, economic and cultural dominance from their opponents.38 That 
is why was crucial for the party to build their own media outlets, because 
they felt that their ideology would not get enough space. In other words, 
they needed their own platforms for this ideological change.

After Fidesz had built its alternative power system, the debate it ignited 
over the role of liberalism, which had hitherto existed only as a domestic 
political conflict, acquired an international audience. In Hungary, in addi-
tion to becoming a real “bad word”, liberalism was used as the synonym of 
neoliberalism since the mid-2000s. Analysing Viktor Orbán’s speeches we 
can find that he used “neoliberal” and “social liberal” in the early 2010s, 
while the speeches in 2014 used liberalism consistently without adjectives. 
Viktor Orbán’s speech in 2014 in Tusnádfürdő, in which he first referred 
to the Hungarian political system as an illiberal democracy39, was an ep-
och making speech, as he drew attention to Hungarian politics.40 From this 
speech it was clear that he did not want a democracy dominated by liberal 
thinking in party politics. However, the term illiberal democracy does not 
have the same meaning as non-liberal in English. In his 2019 speech in 
Tusnádfürdő, he added that “Another issue that the word liberal means dif-
ferent things in the Anglo-Saxon world than in Europe, and it also means 
different things in Europe than in Hungary”.41
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40 Mándi, Tibor (2015) ’Politikai gondolkodás’ In A magyar politikai rendszer - negyedszázad után 
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All in all, the model of illiberal democracy is of course not a new model 
of democracy, merely a new name for the Orbán regime, which is a non-
liberal approach for the state organization. In this respect, in the post-2010 
period, in the conflict of the two elements of liberal democracy, the liberal 
element clearly retreated in Hungary. Many of the liberal elements of the 
liberal democracy have been damaged or dismantled, while the system 
has deliberately strengthened some elements (referendum, national 
consultation, etc.) which are considered to be as the only legitimate-
ly democratic by the government.

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The article sought to provide an explanation of why the Orbán regime had 
been established in Hungary and tried to present its main features with 
three relevant approaches. In the first part, it analyzed the operation of the 
Orbán regime in the framework of the plebiscitary leader democracy theory. 
In the second chapter, it applied the dominant party approach with histori-
cal references. Last but not least, the article explained in detail the illiberal 
nature of the contemporary Hungarian political system. 

Kis János in his study „From Democracy to Autocracy” writes that while 
we know that even the most advanced democracies are not perfectly demo-
cratic, we do not say that all political regimes are democratic, only some 
and to a very small extent.42 While this is absolutely relevant when we try 
to analyse contemporary Hungarian political system I believe that arguing 
about the anti-democratic features of the Orbán regime does not actually 
move us forward.  Although personally I have had a very bad opinion 
about what is happening in Hungary for a very long time, it is an indisput-
able fact that in April 2022 3,060,706 people (54,13% of the voters) voted 
for Fidesz. To say that more than 3 million people are simply stupid/ brain-
washed/ manipulated/ only listened to financial incentives, I think, would 
be a huge mistake. Therefore, I reckon that it is more important to under-
stand what makes the Orbán regime so successful, even if this success is 
so distasteful to us.  I hope that with this article, even if only to a small 
extent, I could contribute to the understanding of the Orbán regime as well 
as the Hungarian political system.
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After 2010, a new political system emerged in Hungary that fundamentally 
changed the way we think about Hungarian politics. Although it is ques-
tionable how long the Orbán regime will survive (can the Orbán regime 
exist without Orbán?), it can be stated with certainty that it has a strong 
impact on the political institutional system, the political thinking and vot-
ing behavior, and that these effects will stay with us in the long run.
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